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With the Pitco
6 Head Cooker

IS MORE

Space!

Cook
More chicken in
              space, with
              shortening and
More fuel efficiency...
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The built-in filter drawer makes the
SG6H a self-contained and efficient
package, using 37% less floor space
than other 6 head cookers. The reduced
footprint of the SG6H is also smaller than
any current open fryer platform, making it
ideal for a kitchen upgrade.
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Time spent filtering!

MORE Production!

High Efficiency SG6H Burner Design
The SG6H burner draws more primary air for improved air gas mixture.
The baffle design causes a scrubbing action of the flame, squeezing
more heat out. Since the baffle has more surface area than
before, the baffle gets into radiant heating
mode quicker for improved
temperature recovery and
faster cooking.*

MORE Versatile!

The unique design of the SG6H cooker needs only 85 lbs. of shortening,
where some other cookers require 130 lbs. That’s 45 lbs. of shortening saved
every time you fill the SG6H.

Energy, 18%!

Shortening, 35%!

*Energy comparisons are made to previous Pitco models

The SG6H filter system is designed specifically for
KFC. The system is self-contained, drains fast
through a 3” drain line, only requires filtering twice
a day, and has a built-in oil polishing feature to
enhance oil life. This new feature allows oil to
pass through the filter without having to return to
the tank, reducing oil aeration.

With the half-rack cooking and easy to
use lift assembly, the SG6H easily cooks
up to 18 heads per hour.

The SG6H is also
designed to be used for
snackables using
standard baskets. The
rack assembly easily
lifts off, and standard
baskets hang on the
built in basket holder.

Save almost an
entire cube of
shortening.

OROROROROR

More than one
and a quarter

bottles.


